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a b s t r a c t

Hybrid energy storage systems (HESS) are considered for use in renewable residential DC microgrids.
This architecture is shown as a technically feasible solution to deal with the stochasticity of renewable
energy sources, however, the complexity of its design and management increases inexorably. To
address this problem, this paper proposes a fuzzy logic-based energy management system (EMS) for
use in grid-connected residential DC microgrids with HESS. It is a hydrogen-based HESS, composed
of batteries and multi-stack fuel cell system. The proposed EMS is based on a multivariable and
multistage fuzzy logic controller, specially designed to cope with a multi-objective problem whose
solution increases the microgrid performance in terms of efficiency, operating costs, and lifespan of
the HESS. The proposed EMS considers the power balance in the microgrid and its prediction, the
performance and degradation of its subsystems, as well as the main electricity grid costs. This article
assesses the performance of the developed EMS with respect to three reference EMSs present in the
literature: the widely used dual-band hysteresis and two based on multi-objective model predictive
control. Simulation results show an increase in the performance of the microgrid from a technical and
economic point of view.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

European climate policy focuses its investment on new clean
nd distributed energy models [1]. With a contribution close
o 30%, the residential market is called to play a fundamental
ole in carbon neutrality and electric vehicle integration [2]. At
he residential level, one of the most promising architectures
or energy supply is based on the use of renewable-based DC
icrogrids, with hybrid energy storage systems (HESSs) based
n batteries and hydrogen as energy vector [3]. The use of DC
uses increases the microgrid performance by allowing direct
ntegration of DC generators and loads, as well as avoiding the
roblems associated with reactive power and power quality [1].
As for the energy storage system (ESS), batteries usually have
dual function: firstly, they act as a short-term ESS and, sec-
ndly, in direct connection topologies, they ensure the stability
f the microgrid DC bus voltage. On the other hand, the hy-
rogen system represents the long-term ESS, and it is usually
omposed by an electrolyser, a storage tank and a fuel cell (FC),
n a simple or modular topology [4]. Compared to the most
ommon mono-stack FC architecture, the use of multi-stack fuel
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cell (MSFC) systems presents a reliable solution, characterized by
redundancy, resiliency, higher efficiency and longer lifetime [5].
Despite their advantages, MSFC systems increase the degrees of
freedom and, consequently, the decision possibilities of the en-
ergy management system (EMS) of the microgrid, which requires
a more complex control [6].

Due to the high number of elements, the high investment cost,
as well as the particularities in their operation, hydrogen-based
HESS microgrids require a powerful EMS that responds to a com-
plex multi-objective problem whose solution must increase the
microgrid performance from a technical and economical point of
view [7]. The problems to be solved simultaneously are many, in-
cluding: ensure power balance, proper HESS management, main-
tain DC bus voltage operating range, minimize HESS degradation
(specifically the hydrogen system) and the cost of connection
to the main electricity grid (MEG) [8]. In hydrogen-based HESS
systems with MSFC, it is also essential to correctly manage the
degradation between the different stacks, usually subjected to
different degradation ratios, otherwise their performance and
lifespan would be seriously affected [6].

The energy dispatch of HESS-based residential DC microgrids
has been widely studied and different EMS solutions have been
employed. Among the most used are heuristic techniques (hys-
teresis and deterministic rule-based methods), model-based tech-

niques (mainly model predictive control (MPC)), and artificial
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ntelligence-based techniques (basically fuzzy logic (FL)), [9]. As
xamples of heuristic techniques, in [10–12] a deterministic rule-
ased strategy is presented in which renewable utilization is
aximized for battery charging in the first instance. On the other
and, in [13,14] a dual-band hysteresis-based EMS is used to
educe the degradation associated with the start/stop cycles of
he hydrogen system. The main function of the hydrogen system
nd the MEG is to cope with energy surplus/deficit situations
hen the battery bank reaches its maximum state of charge (SOC)
r charging voltage limit. These techniques are characterized by
heir simplicity and robustness due to their reduced number of
ontrol parameters, however, they do not consider the use of
artial loads in the systems, which is essential to increase the
icrogrid performance [15].
Regarding model-based control techniques, mainly MPC, they

ave been displacing traditional techniques in all areas, thanks
o their ability to solve complex multivariable optimization prob-
ems [15]. The performance of these techniques depends on the
oodness of the mathematical model, characterized by the strong
onlinearities intrinsic to the components of the microgrid. This
equires the use of nonlinear control techniques, which increases
he complexity of the control solution, as well as its computa-
ional cost [16]. To reduce the complexity of the control prob-
em, the most widespread simplification is the use of linearized
odels and linear control techniques [17]. Examples of multi-
bjective techniques based on linear time-invariant (LTI) models
re proposed in [18,19], where the power setpoint of the micro-
rid is calculated to optimize the energy distribution in the short
erm. To optimize the microgrid response over a longer time hori-
on, a computationally costly hierarchical EMS is used in [20–22].
n optimal generation scheduling algorithm and an MPC calculate
he renewable generation and demand profile forecast, respec-
ively. Based on them, the EMS determines the optimal HESS
eference values for the long term. An evolution with respect to
revious hierarchical solutions is proposed in [23]. In this work,
he use of an event-based MPC is proposed which, depending on
he current state of the microgrid, allows the selection among
everal controllers previously designed to respond to different
ime horizons. Finally, a MPC controller acts as short-term op-
imizer and calculates the microgrid power setpoint to track
he reference level of the HESS system, while minimizing the
egradation and operating costs of the DC microgrid. Despite the
dvantages of these techniques, none of the proposed works guar-
ntee real DC bus voltage control (only SOC is controlled), include
oss reduction among their design objectives, or propose the use
nd management of MSFC systems. Likewise, the simplification
f the microgrid model can negatively affect the EMS response
n real systems, providing a suboptimal solution to the control
roblem, even going as far as the insolubility of the actual control
roblem [24].
There is probably no better technique for dealing with com-

lex models and uncertainties than FL. This allows the control
roblem can be faced without an explicit model of the plant.
nstead, the model is replaced by easily interpretable linguistic
ules [25]. On the other hand, FL allows the incorporation of
xpert knowledge about the plant under control into the rules of
he fuzzy inference system, which usually facilitates the solution
f the problem [26]. This was the rationale behind the decision
o use a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to implement the EMS in this
ork.
In this sense, FL has proven to be an excellent technique for

he design of complex EMS for use in renewable microgrids with
ifferent architectures and in different applications. Thus, [27]
roposes the use of a decentralized FLC for the energy man-
gement of a grid-connected renewable microgrid used as an

lectric vehicle charging station, with an architecture based on

2

a DC bus and batteries as ESS. Specifically, the FLC ensures power
balancing, prioritizing the use of the microgrid resources over the
use of the MEG, while guaranteeing the operating limits of the
SOC and the DC bus voltage. In [28], a low-complex FL-based EMS
is used on a grid-connected residential microgrid with renewable
generation and battery-based ESS. The objective of the designed
FLC is to minimize the fluctuations in the energy exchange be-
tween the microgrid and the MEG, considering as inputs the
SOC of the battery bank and the forecast error in the generation
and demand profiles. A more complex microgrid architecture and
control problem is studied in [29], where a domestic hot water
(DHW) thermal system is included in the microgrid. In this case,
the DHW water temperature is added to the usual objectives.

For similar architectures to the microgrid under study, differ-
ent FL-based solutions have been found in the scientific literature
depending on the application. In terms of economic optimization,
the solutions found are diverse. In [30], an optimized FLC based
on genetic and evolutionary algorithms is designed to reduce
the operating cost of the MEG and operating hours of HESS,
considering the time-varying MEG prices and the intermittency
of renewable generation. The control algorithm is based on the
prediction of the microgrid cost and the stored energy in the HESS
(hydrogen level (HL)). Finally, in [31] a FLC determines the power
setpoint of the MEG and HESS with the objective of keeping the
level of the stored energy of the HESS close to its design level
while minimizing the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of
the microgrid. For this purpose, a cost function that includes the
HESS operating and depreciation costs is used.

The problem of microgrid DC bus voltage management with
ESS support is studied in [32], where a robust type-3 FLC is
used in the control of the different power converters of the
renewable generators and HESS, with the aim of regulating the
DC bus voltage in the presence of high variability renewable
generation. Similarly, in [33], a FL-based EMS determines, based
on the microgrid power balance and the stored energy of the
HESS, the power setpoint of the hydrogen system to solve the
DC voltage regulation problem of a supercapacitor-supported DC
bus. Finally, in [34], a FLC is designed to regulate the voltage and
frequency in a hybrid DC/AC microgrid architecture. In this case,
the FLC is successfully applied in the control of different DC/DC
and DC/AC power converters.

A technique to increase the lifespan of the HESS is presented
in [35], in which a FLC considers the degradation associated with
the hydrogen system operating cycles and determines, based on
the power balance prediction, the most favourable start-up and
shutdown conditions. A similar solution is used in [36], which
presents an EMS based on two-time horizons, in which a FLC acts
as a short-term EMS, and implements a hysteresis cycle to reduce
the degradation associated with the hydrogen system cycling. A
different approach is taken in [37], where a complex FL-based
multilevel controller is successfully applied in a renewable micro-
grid with battery-based HESS, superconducting magnetic ESS and
hydrogen as energy vector. A FLC acts as master level control and
provides the HESS power setpoint. This setpoint ensures power
balance, while making conservative use of the HESS by reducing
the number of unnecessary operating cycles of the hydrogen
system, and operating the battery bank with reduced depth of
discharge (DOD). The slave (local) controllers are implemented
using a first-order sliding mode control based on a nonlinear
barrier function, which imposes the power setpoint of the HESS
on its respective power converter.

A technique to maximize hydrogen generation is studied in
[38]. Specifically, a passive FLC is used for the energy manage-
ment of an isolated renewable microgrid, which aims to max-
imize renewable hydrogen generation through optimal energy

sharing between the battery and the hydrogen system. In this
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ase, the controller inputs are defined by the generation and
emand profiles, the HL, and the battery SOC.
Finally, taking into account the performance of the microgrid,

here are works that prioritize control actions to improve the
fficiency of the hydrogen cycle. Thus, in [39], it is presented an
MS whose objective is to operate a FC stack at its maximum
fficiency point. On the other hand, in [40], a more complex
icrogrid architecture is evaluated, in which an osmosis plant

s available to supply pure water to the electrolyser. The imple-
ented control law makes use of partial loads for the equipment.
n the other hand, in [41], the use of a hybrid FL-based EMS
nd optimization techniques (artificial bee colony) is proposed
or a battery-supported DC bus microgrid, in which the calcula-
ion of the HESS power setpoint optimizes its efficiency, and in
he ultimately the cost of connection to MEG. A FL-based EMS
or grid-connected microgrid is presented in [42]. The principal
ovelties of this work with respect to [42], among others, are:
MSFC system is used; the multi-objective function integrates

erms associated with HESS performance; the microgrid loads in-
rease; the control architecture uses two parallel controllers that
ompute the entire parameter vector; an event-based controller
etermines the output vector of the FLC depending on the sign of
he power balance; a local controller supervises the MSFC system
anagement; and, in addition, a performance comparison against
ther EMS present in the literature is carried out.
In summary, the novelty of this work can be condensed into

he following aspects:

1. Comprehensive management of a complex residential mi-
crogrid architecture that includes renewable generation,
demand profiles associated with household appliances (HA)
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), electric
vehicle (EV) charging point, medium voltage DC bus sup-
ported by the direct connection of a battery bank, and a
HESS based on batteries and hydrogen as an energy vector,
consisting of an electrolyser, a hydrogen tank and an MSFC
system. That is, the complete hydrogen cycle (production,
storage and utilization) is carried out within the microgrid.

2. An active FL-based EMS with a novel parallel structure has
been developed to control the microgrid under study in
both the short and long term. The FLC design approach
responds to a multi-objective problem whose individual
objectives are to ensure the safe, economical, and efficient
operation of the microgrid; while at the same time achiev-
ing a very high degree of independence from the MEG by
taking advantage of the microgrid architecture and its own
resources, as well as controlling the DC bus voltage and
increasing the lifespan of the HESS. To achieve this, the FLC
inputs are defined by the energy stored in the HESS (HL and
SOC), the current DC bus voltage, the power balance and its
prediction, the accumulated degradation in the equipment,
the efficiency in the operation of the HESS and the cost of
connections to the MEG.

3. A new FL-based EMS for energy management of an MSFC
system. The developed FLC allows to increase the lifespan
of the MSFC system by making a more conservative use,
reducing the number of operating cycles, and ensuring a
uniform long-term degradation of the different stacks that
make up the MSFC system.

4. Long-term simulations have been performed for different
real scenarios in order to validate the performance of the
developed FLC architecture. The results have been com-
pared with respect to three reference EMSs present in the

literature and widely used.
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Finally, to highlight the novelty of the research, Table 1 summa-
rizes the main characteristics of the authors’ proposal in compar-
ison with the analysed literature.

This document is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
architecture and model of the microgrid. Section 3 explains the
developed EMS, its structure, the fuzzy sets and the fuzzy rule
bases. Section 4 presents the performance of the developed EMS
as well as its comparison with the reference ones present in the
literature. The results obtained are discussed in Section 5. Finally,
the main conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Microgrid description

2.1. Microgrid architecture, sizing and design criteria

The objective of this study is the development of a multi-
objective FL-based EMS for a grid-connected residential DC mi-
crogrid with HESS. This is based on the microgrid located at the
University of Huelva (Spain), Fig. 1. More details as well as the
development of the mathematical model of this microgrid can be
found at [8,19].

The microgrid is based on a 360 VDC battery supported DC bus,
see Fig. 1. As the renewable energy source, a 10 kWp photovoltaic
(PV) field is available and connected to the DC bus through a
DC/DC converter [43] that implements maximum power point
tracker algorithm, specifically a modified perturbation and ob-
servation (P&OM) algorithm [44]. The required PV power has
been calculated by simulations based on the daily PV generation
profiles of the site, as well as the expected demand, obtained
from the Institute for Energy Diversification and Saving of Spain
(typical consumption of a single-family house plus additional
power for the production of renewable hydrogen and an elec-
tric car recharging point). Please, see section results for more
details regarding renewable generation and consumptions in the
microgrid. The integration of all consumptions in the microgrid
has been carried out by means of appropriate power converters,
Fig. 1.

The proposed ESS is based on the concept of system
hybridization, i.e., using systems with different but complemen-
tary characteristics and dynamics to best meet the hourly power
and energy requirements of the microgrid.

As a short-term response ESS, a 36 kWh lead–acid battery
bank is used. The energy storage capacity of the battery bank
has been calculated to ensure sufficient capacity to absorb gen-
eration and demand power peaks without abrupt change in its
SOC, which would result in large voltage variations on the DC
bus. Note, in Fig. 1, that the lead–acid battery bank is directly
connected to the DC bus, so it is the guarantor of its voltage.
This allows all generators in the microgrid to work against the
DC bus using MPPT algorithms in their power converters, instead
of algorithms that regulate the output voltage.

The hydrogen system is designed to perform the function of a
long-term ESS. It is made up of a 1 N m3/h alkaline electrolyser, a
1 N m3-30 bar hydrogen storage tank and a 6 kW MSFC system,
consisting of a proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell with
two stacks connected in parallel, each of which can have different
degradation. The rated power of the electrolyser responds to the
maximum installed PV power. This sizing criterion allows taking
advantage of the maximum renewable resource, since there are
hours of maximum photovoltaic generation with minimum do-
mestic consumption, which is the best time to produce renewable
hydrogen.

The rated power of each MSFC stack has been selected based
on the availability of commercial solutions and, of course, under
the criterion that the MSFC can comfortably satisfy the maximum
instantaneous power demand so that it can be met using only the
hydrogen resource. The MSFC stacks chosen are air-cooled, due to
its reduced balance of plant, lower cost and easy management [6].
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Table 1
Comparison of the findings of the proposed paper with the previously analysed literature.
EMS Ref. Objective Decision

Parameters
Decision
making

HESS configuration

Rule-based

strategy

[10–12] – Ensuring power balance – Power balance
– SOC, HL
– DC bus voltage

– Short term – Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

Dual-band
hysteresis

[13,14] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of HESS

– Power balance
– SOC, HL

– Short term – Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

MPC [18–23] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of HESS
– O&M Cost reduction

– Power balance
– Energy forecast
– SOC, HL
– MEG cost
– HESS degradation

– Short term
– Long-term

– Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

Fuzzy Logic
Controller

[27] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of ESS
– DC bus voltage control

– Power balance
– SOC
– DC bus voltage

– Short term – Only battery

[28] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of ESS
– Minimize fluctuations in the MEG profile

– Power balance
– SOC
– Forecast error

– Short term – Only battery

[29] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of ESS
– Minimize fluctuations in the MEG profile

– Power balance
– SOC
– Forecast error
– Water temperature

– Short term – Only battery

[30,31] – O&M Cost reduction – Power balance
– Energy forecast
– SOC, HL
– MEG cost

– Short term
– Long-term

– Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

[32–34] – DC/AC bus voltage control – Power balance
– SOC, HL
– DC bus voltage

– Short term – Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

[35,36] – Conservative use of HESS – Power balance
– Energy forecast
– SOC, HL
– HESS degradation

– Short term
– Long-term

– Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

[37] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of ESS

– Power balance
– SOC, HL

– Short term – Battery
– Superconducting
magnetic ESS
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

[38] – Ensuring power balance
– Hydrogen generation maximization

– Power balance
– SOC, HL

– Short term – Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

[39–41] – Reduction of energy losses – Power balance
– Energy forecast
– SOC, HL
– MEG cost
– HESS efficiency

– Short term
– Long-term

– Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

[42] – Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of HESS
– O&M Cost reduction
– DC bus voltage control

– Power balance
– Energy forecast
– SOC, HL
– MEG cost
– HESS degradation
– DC bus voltage

– Short term
– Long-term

– Battery
– Electrolyser
– Single-stack FC

Author’s
proposal

– Ensuring power balance
– Conservative use of HESS
– O&M Cost reduction
– DC bus voltage control
– Reduction of energy losses

– Power balance
– Energy forecast
– SOC, HL
– MEG cost
– HESS degradation
– DC bus voltage
– HESS efficiency

– Short term
– Long-term

– Battery
– Electrolyser
– MSFC system
On the other hand, the capacity of the hydrogen storage tank has
been sized considering the availability of commercial solutions
that guarantee a stored energy equivalent to an average auton-
omy of 8 h of continuous operation of the MSFC system, enough
to guarantee the demand profile during the hours when there is
no renewable generation. In this regard, it should be noted that
except when the electric vehicle is being recharged, it is sufficient
to keep a single stack running to meet the demand. Please see the
results section for more details regarding this.
4

Finally, the microgrid has a bidirectional connection point
with the MEG, in order to be able to exchange energy with it
(buy/sell).

The main characteristics of the components that make up the
microgrid are shown in Table 2. The power converters have been
designed and developed by the authors to have full control of the
devices (commercial ones, if suitable, are closed and do not allow
modifications of the control system and firmware. The authors
have a great deal of experience in this field, for example, see [45].
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the residential microgrid under study.
Table 2
Technical characteristics of the microgrid subsystems.
Component Manufacturer Nominal parameters

Solar PV mono-Si ISOFOTON
®

ISF-250 10 kW p

Electric Vehicle Nissan
®

Leaf 30 kWh
Lead–acid battery bank U-POWER

®
UP100-12 30 x 12 V, 100 Ah (36 kWh)

Alkaline Electrolyser ARIEMA
®

1 N m3/h, 10 kWe
PEM fuel cell stacks Ballard

®
FCgen-1020ACS 2 x 3 kW p

Hydrogen storage tank Lapesa
®

LSP1000H 1.044 N m3 , 30 bar
A
2.2. Modelling

This subsection describes the microgrid model. This model
as already been presented in previous works [8,19] so only
ts basic characteristics will be reported here. Nevertheless, it is
ery important to note that the proposed FL-based EMS does not
equire a microgrid model, which is probably the most important
dvantage compared to other EMSs. However, as is obvious, in
rder to carry out the simulations and comparisons with the rest
f the EMS analysed, it is necessary to have the microgrid model.
his explains the wording of this subsection.
(A) Power Balance on the DC Bus
The power balance is defined as the difference between the

enewable generated and demanded, and must be guaranteed at
ll times by the HESS and/or the MEG [19]. According to Fig. 1,
he power balance on the DC bus must comply with (1). The sign
riterion adopted is that any power injected into the DC bus is
onsidered positive, while any power demanded is considered
egative.

BAL (k) = PPV (k) −

⎛⎜⎝PHVAC (k) + PHA (k) + PEV (k)  
PLOAD(k)

⎞⎟⎠
= PBAT (k) + PH2 (k)   + PGrid (k) (1)
PHESS (k)

5

ccording to Fig. 1, PH2 (k), PBAT (k) and PGrid (k) can be expressed
as (2).

PH2 (k) =

{
PELS (k) , PH2 (k) < 0
PMSFC (k) , PH2 (k) ≥ 0

PGrid (k) =

{
PGRIDOUT (k) , PGrid (k) < 0
PGRIDIN (k) , PGrid (k) ≥ 0

(2)

PBAT (k) < 0 in charge and PBAT (k) ≥ 0 in discharge

(B) Battery Bank
To increase the techno-economic performance of the micro-

grid, the available power of the battery bank will be calculated
based on its voltage, state of charge (SOC), degradation and losses.

– Battery Voltage
Based on the battery technology, Copetti’s proposal [46] is

used to model its voltage. The model parameters were obtained
through an experimental identification process and can be found
in [8].

– State of Charge
The battery SOC is defined from the charge balance and sign

criteria (PBAT (k) < 0 char., PBAT (k) > 0 disc.) according to the
Coulomb counting method [47], as shown in (3).

SOC (k + 1) = SOC (k) −
ηBAT (k) · IBAT (k) · Ts (3)
CN (k)
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here ηBAT (k) is the overall battery efficiency at sampling k (%),
bat (k) is the battery current at sampling k (A), Ts is the sampling
ime and CN (k) is the rated battery capacity at sampling k (Ah).

– Battery Degradation
The battery degradation (DBAT ) is obtained from the experi-

ental curve of capacity loss regarding the number of operating
ycles. For this purpose, a linear relationship is defined based on
degradation parameter (α), which quantifies the relationship
etween the maximum capacity loss, which determines the end
f lifespan, and the expected amount of energy for a design deep
f discharge (DOD). [8]. See (4).

BAT (k + 1) = DBAT (k) +
α · ηBAT (k) · |IBAT (k)| · Ts

CN (k)
(4)

) Hydrogen System
According to the microgrid architecture (Fig. 1), one of the

MS roles is to ensure proper use of the hydrogen system. To
his end, the electrolyser and MSFC power setpoint must be
alculated based on the hydrogen generation/consumption ratio,
heir degradations, and the operating losses.

– Hydrogen Level
The hydrogen level (HL) is calculated from the hydrogen bal-

nce, defined by the hydrogen generated and consumed by the
lectrolyser (H2ELS) and the MSFC (H2FC , as it is independent for
ach stack) respectively, as expressed in (5).

L (k + 1) = HL (k) + (H2ELS(k) − H2FC (k)) (5)

Hydrogen Generation/Consumption
The hydrogen generation or consumption by the electrolyser

r MSFC (H2x (k)), respectively, is proportional to the operating
urrent according to Faraday’s Law [48,49], as shown in (6).

2x (k) =
˙nH2 (k) · MH2

ρH2
=

Px (k) · Ncell(x) · MH2

z · F · ρH2 · Vx(k)
· Ts; x = ELS or FC

(6)

Where ˙nH2 (k) is the hydrogen production/consumption ratio
(N m3/h) at sampling time k, MH2 is the molecular hydrogen
olar mass (2.02 g/mol), ρH2 is the molecular hydrogen gas
ensity (0.0899 kg/N m3), Px (k) is the operating power associated
o electrolyser (ELS) or fuel cell (FC) at sampling time k (W), Ncell(x)
s the number of cells of the electrolyser (ELS) or fuel cell (FC), z
is the number of electrons involved in the reduction–oxidation
reaction (z = 2), F is the Faraday constant (26.81 Ah/eq) and
Vx(k) the operating voltage of the electrolyser (ELS) or fuel cell
FC).

The operating voltages of the electrolyser and fuel cell can
e obtained from their polarization curves as a function of the
perating power.
– Hydrogen System Degradation
The electrolyser degradation (DELS) is quantified as a function

f the number of operating equivalent hours at rated conditions,
7). On the other hand, the degradation of each MSFC stack
DFC ) is determined from the number of ON/OFF cycles and the
quivalent operating time at rated conditions [8], as described in
8).

ELS (k + 1) =

∑ PELS (k) · Ts
PELSN

(7)

DFC (k + 1) = ∆VCYC · CYCFC (k) +

∑
∆VTIME

PFC (k) · Ts
PFCN

(8)

Where PELSN and PFCN are, respectively, the electrolyser and each
MSFC stack, ∆VCYC is the voltage drop of each stack considering
the operating cycles (V/cycle/cell), CYCFC (k) is the number of op-
rating cycles of each stack at sampling k and ∆VTIME the voltage
rop of each stack considering the operating hours (V/h/cell).
 n

6

Table 3
Model parameters of the microgrid subsystems.
Param. Value Param. Value

α 7.58 ·10−4 Ah DFCMax 100 mV/cell
ηBAT 85% ∆VCYCFC1 48 µV/cycle/cell
ηGRID 95% ∆VCYCFC2 60 µV/cycle/cell
DBATMax 20 Ah ∆VTIMEFC1 9 µV/h/cell
DELSMax 10000 h ∆VTIMEFC2 12 µV/h/cell

– Hydrogen System Efficiency
The efficiency of the electrolyser and of each stack in the

MSFC (ηELS and ηFC respectively) are defined by the ratio of the
ydrogen chemical power generated/consumed and the electrical
ower consumed/generated [8]. See (9) and (10).

ELS (k) =
PH2ELS (k)
PELS (k)

=
H2ELS (k) · LHV

PELS (k)
(9)

ηFC (k) =
PFC (k)
PH2FC (k)

=
PFC (k)

H2FC (k) · LHV
(10)

Where LHV is the hydrogen lower heating value (2993 Wh/N m3).
D) Microgrid Cost
Assuming as negligible the O&M cost in comparison with the

economic amount of the purchase/sale of energy from MEG, the
microgrid operating cost (CMICRO) is given by (11).

CMICRO (k + 1) = Ts · (PGRIDIN (k) · CEP (k)+ PGRIDOUT (k) · CES(k)) (11)

Where CEP (k) is the cost of purchasing energy from the MEG at
sampling k (e/Wh) and CES(k) the cost of selling energy to the
MEG at sampling k (e/Wh). In what follows, the word cost of the
MEG will always be used, whether energy is being sold or bought.

E) Microgrid Losses
The significant microgrid losses (Loss) are determined by the

osses of the HESS and the MEG [8], due to the electronic devices
onnecting both grids, calculated from their operating power and
fficiency, as shown in (12).

oss (k + 1) =

∑
Px (k) ·

(
1 − ηx (k)

ηx (k)

)
; x = BAT , ELS, FC,GRID

(12)

Finally, the main parameters of the microgrid systems are
ollected in Table 3.

. EMS design based on fuzzy logic

This section presents a FL-based EMS design to solve the
ulti-objective problem of the correct operation of the microgrid

n Fig. 1. This requires ensuring the power balance while seeking
o reduce HESS degradation, energy losses, and the MEG cost. The
ctions to be carried out are detailed below.
Direct connection of the battery bank to the DC bus ensures

oltage stability but makes it a more vulnerable system. To pro-
ong its lifetime, it is mandatory to set limitations for the charging
nd discharging process, mainly, to establish a voltage-controlled
harging protocol and to limit the DOD.
As shown in Fig. 1, the hydrogen ESS consists of an electrol-

ser and a MSFC system. Unlike the first one, fuel cells have a
educed lifetime, which is highly dependent on the operating
onditions. Similarly, the use of MSFC systems requires local con-
rol actions to avoid disparate degradation between stacks, which
ould reduce the benefits of this architecture [6]. In addition,
he hydrogen cycle is characterized by low efficiency. To address
oth problems, it is necessary to consider their operating power,
umber of cycles and operating time.
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Fig. 2. EMS control structure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Finally, in pursuit of an economic objective, it is necessary
o make advantageous use of the MEG. For this purpose, the
icrogrid power setpoint must be calculated based on the stored
nergy (SOC and HL), the power balance, its prediction, and the
ost of connection to the MEG.
In the following sections, the FLC will be explained step by

tep.

.1. Fuzzy logic controller structure

The proposed FL-based EMS is shown in Fig. 2. Since the
peration of the HESS and the interaction with the MEG are di-
ectly dependent on the power balance, the EMS design has been
efined based on two FLC, one for energy excess situations (FLCE)
nd another for energy deficit situations (FLCD). This architecture
llows, on the one hand, to adapt the response of the microgrid
o the energy situation at any given moment, since a situation
f excess or deficit of energy will condition the operation of the
ESS and the connection to the MEG, while at the same time
llowing to solve the complex problem associated with energy
anagement by dividing it into two simpler subproblems.
In this architecture, both controllers will operate in parallel,

nd an event-based controller will be used to determine the FLC
utput variables set depending on the sign of the power balance
centralized EMS, Fig. 2, salmon-coloured zone).

Finally, to increase the lifetime of the MSFC system, a local
LC has been specially designed. This FLC calculates the operating
ower of each stack according to their accumulated degradation
MSFC FLC Fig. 2, blue-coloured zone).

As previously explained, it is crucial to ensure that the battery
OC and voltage are within their operating limits. Regarding the
ystem topology, Fig. 1, perfect synchronism is required by the
est of the equipment to guarantee the surplus/deficit energy is
roperly managed. According to the above, VBAT(VDC) and SOC

must be defined as input variables of the EMS controller, while
PBAT will be a controller output. Depending on the sign of the
power balance, PBAT will be defined by PBAT_E (FLCE controller
output variable) or PBAT_D (FLCD controller output variable), if the
system is in an energy surplus or deficit situation, requiring the
charging or discharging of the battery bank respectively.

Regarding the HESS architecture, Fig. 1, the hydrogen sys-
tem operates as a long-term ESS. Thus, during an energy excess
situation, the controller allows the energy surplus to be used
to produce hydrogen by means of the electrolyser. In the case
of an energy deficit situation, the stored hydrogen can be used
7

to produce electric power by means of the MSFC system. For
this, the HL must be within the operating limits. To increase
the HESS lifetime, the MSFC degradation must be considered to
realize the proper energy distribution between the HESS and the
MEG. According to the above, HL and DFC1,2 must be defined as
input variables of the EMS controller, while PELS and PMSFC will be
outputs of the controller. Depending on the energy situation of
the microgrid, corrective actions to ensure power balance should
be different. Thus, with respect to the hydrogen system, for a
situation of energy surplus (PBAL> 0 according to (1)), the FLCE
controller will calculate the power setpoint of the element that
will allow the excess energy to be absorbed, therefore it will
calculate the electrolyser power setpoint (PELS_E), while the MFSC
system will remain off, since it acts as a source. On the contrary,
during an energy deficit situation (PBAL < 0 according to (1)), the
FLCD controller will calculate the power setpoint of the element
that allows compensating the energy deficit, and therefore it will
calculate the power setpoint of the MSFC system (PMSFC_D), while
the electrolyser, which acts as a load, will remain off.

In addition, the MEG connection can be used to balance the
operating costs of the microgrid, as well as to ensure power
and energy balance in unfavourable situations. Therefore, it is
the power and energy situation of the microgrid (SOC, HL, the
power balance, and its forecast), and the MEG cost which will
determine its power setpoint. Then PBAL, PBAL(k+1), CEP and CES,
must be defined as input variables of the EMS controller. On the
other hand, PGRID will be a controller output. Depending on the
power balance sign, PGRID will be defined by PGRID_E(FLCE con-
troller output variable) or PGRID_D(FLCD controller output variable),
if the microgrid is in a situation of energy surplus or deficit,
respectively, requiring the sale or purchase of energy from the
MEG, also respectively.

Finally, the MSFC FLC acts as a local EMS (Fig. 3), which sets the
power setpoint of each stack based on the EMS controller’s MSFC
power setpoint, their cumulative degradation, and their current
operating state (SFC1,2(k)).

The fuzzy rule base of the FLC is designed to reduce the
number of operating cycles in the event of power balance dis-
turbances, and to increase the lifespan of the MSFC system by
matching the operating power to the current degradation of each
stack. According to the above, PMSFC, DFC1,2 and SFC1,2 must be
defined as input variables of the MSFC controller, while PFC1,2 will
be the controller outputs.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram and FLC architecture for the MSFC system.

Table 4
Universe of discourse of fuzzy variables.
Variable Lower limit Upper limit Variable Lower limit Upper limit

CES (k) 0.03 e/kWh 0.08 e/kWh PBAL(k + 1) −10 kW 10 kW
CEP (k) 0.03 e/kWh 0.12 e/kWh PMSFC (k) 0 kW 6 kW
DFC1,2(k) 0 mV/cell 100 mV/cell SFC1,2(k) 0 kW 3 kW
HL(k) 3 N m3 20 N m3 SOC(k) 50% 90%
PBAL(k) −10 Kw 10 kW VBAT (k) 330 V 420 V

3.2. Fuzzy sets

From the knowledge of the microgrid, the design criteria ex-
lained and the behaviour shown by the FLC in different simu-
ations, fuzzy sets have been defined, using triangular and trape-
oidal membership functions of unit scale (Fig. 4). The number
f membership functions is given by adequately covering the
niverse of discourse of the variables, so that smooth control
ctions are generated. Of course, it is not an optimal number, but
he result of different tests.

The universe of discourse of each fuzzy variable has been de-
imited based on the safe operation limits to guarantee the correct
peration of the microgrid, and the manufacturers’ specifications.
hese limits are listed in Table 4.
Regarding Table 4, the universe of discourse of the power

alance and its forecast will be given by situations in which
enewable generation is maximum, and demand is zero, and vice
ersa.
The SOC limits have been determined heuristically, based on

imulations with the goal of reaching a commitment between
xtending battery lifespan by using a reduced DOD, and setting
conservative upper limit to avoid overcharging, at the same

ime that it pursues to make a conservative use of the hydrogen
ystem. On the other hand, battery voltage operating limits are set
y the safe voltage range defined by the manufacturer, as well as
y the operating range of the DC bus of the microgrid, in order to
uarantee the adequate integration of all the equipment.
As for the hydrogen system, the storage capacity of the hy-

rogen tank is set to avoid full discharge, possible outside air
ollution, and overpressure. Regarding the power of the MSFC
ystem, its limit is determined by the nominal power of each
tack (2 x 3 kW). As for the maximum degradation of the stack, it
is determined by the manufacturer at 100 mV/cell. Reaching this
value determines a very important loss of stack performance and,
consequently, the condition of the end of its lifespan.

Finally, the discourse universe of the cost of purchasing energy
rom the MEG is variable and is defined by the prices established

n the Spanish electricity market in each auction. r

8

3.3. Fuzzy rule base

Based on the proposed controller structure and the member-
ship functions presented in Fig. 4, three fuzzy rule bases have
been defined (one for each controller). Regarding the number of
rules of each one, the objective is to cover the dynamics of all the
situations of the microgrid (it is really about making a heuristic
model), so that the EMS always knows what to do. Again, as in
the case of membership functions, it is not an optimal number
but also the result of different tests.

FLCE, FLCD and MSFC FLC are defined by 41, 42 and 27 rules
espectively, listed in Tables 5–7. For their understanding, the
ehaviour of the microgrid in excess/deficit energy situations will
e described below.

.3.1. Energy excess situation
In this situation, the EMS aims to ensure the power balance

nd maximize the renewable resource by storing energy or selling
t to the MEG. Then, in FLCE, Fig. 2, the energy distribution
etween the HESS and the MEG will be determined by the power
alance, its prediction, the DC bus voltage (VBat), the stored en-
rgy (SOC and HL) and the energy selling price. The premises for
ts calculation are ordered according to their priority: maintaining
he DC bus voltage within the safe operating range, guaranteeing
he energy reserve in the HESS when its value is low or when
deficit power balance is expected, as well as obtaining an

conomic return when conditions are more favourable.
For the DC bus voltage control, a constant voltage charging

rotocol is established, posing a tracking problem according to
he battery charge acceptance curve. Ultimately, the MEG will
nsure the power balance when the HESS is no longer able to
bsorb energy.
Based on the described operation and the fuzzy rule base

efined for the FLCE controller, Fig. 5 shows the controller output
urface for both electrolyser and MEG power.

.3.2. Energy deficit situation
In the case of energy deficit (FLCD), Fig. 2, the objective of the

MS is to guarantee the power balance, prioritizing the use of
tored energy over the use of the MEG, while making conservative
se of the HESS system.
The energy distribution between the HESS and the MEG will

e determined by the power balance, its prediction, the accu-
ulated degradation of the stacks, the stored energy and the
nergy purchasing price. The premises for its calculation are or-
ered according to their priority: prioritizing the use of batteries
s a short-term ESS, guaranteeing the HESS operating limits,
onservative use of the MSFC system, and ensuring maximum
ndependence from the MEG to reduce system costs. Despite this
remise, depending on the energy situation and the electricity
arket, a new energy distribution may be considered. Thus, the
nergy input from the MEG will be assessed if the purchase price
nd the energy stored in the microgrid are low and an energy
eficit situation is expected.
From the power setpoint of the MSFC system, the MSFC con-

roller performs the corresponding energy share between stacks,
rioritizing the one with the lowest cumulative degradation. To
o this, the local EMS increases the stack power setpoint with
he least degradation and maintains its operation over time if
he demand profile is reduced or fluctuating, avoiding harmful
perating cycles. Ultimately, the MEG will ensure the power
alance when the HESS is no longer able to supply energy.
Figs. 6 and 7 shows the controllers output surface for MSFC

nd grid power and the output surface for the FC1,2 power

espectively.
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Fig. 4. Membership functions of (a) PBAL; (b) PBAL(k+1); (c) SOC; (d) VBAT; (e) HL; (f) PMSFC; (g) DFC1,2(k); (h) SFC1,2(k); (i) CEP; (j) CES .
4. Results

The residential microgrid location under study is Huelva, in
the southwest corner of Spain, at 37◦ latitude in the northern
hemisphere. The climate of the area is typical subtropical. Specif-
ically, according to the Köppen–Geiger climate classification, it is
included in the Csa climate zone: Temperate and rainy winters,
dry and hot summers and variable springs and autumns, both
9

in terms of temperature and rainfall. The data of the typical
consumption of a single-family house plus the additional power
for an electric car recharging point have been provided by the
Institute for the Diversification and Saving of Energy of Spain
[50].

To validate the developed EMS, several simulations have been
performed in the MATLAB

®
environment for the microgrid ar-

chitecture modelled in section 2.2 (in more detail in [8]) and
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Fig. 5. (a) FLC output surface for PELS regarding HL and SOC; (b) FLC output surface for PGRID regarding HL and SOC.
Table 5
Fuzzy rule base of the FLCE controller.
Inputs variables Output variable Inputs variables Output variable

SOC HL PBAL PBAL (k+1) CES VBAT PELS PGRID SOC HL PBAL PBAL (k+1) CES VBAT PELS PGRID

– – Z – – – 0 0 M M MP N L H 0.66 0
L – – – – ∼H 0 0 M M VP N L H 1 0
M – – – – V 0 0 M M LP N ∼L H 0 0.33
M – LP – – M 0 0 M M MP N ∼L H 0 0.5
M H MP – – M 0 0.33 M M VP N ∼L H 0 1
M H HP – – M 0 0.66 H H LP – – – 0 0.33
M H LP – – H 0 0.33 H H MP – – – 0 0.66
M H MP – – H 0 0.66 H H VP – – – 0 1
M H VP – – H 0 1 H L LP – – – 0.33 0
M L MP – – M 0.33 0 H L MP – – – 0.66 0
M L VP – – M 0.66 0 H L VP – – – 1 0
M L LP – – H 0.33 0 H M LP N – – 0.33 0
M L MP – – H 0.66 0 H M MP N – – 0.66 0
M L VP – – H 0.7 0 H M VP N – – 1 0
M M MP N – M 0.33 0 H ∼M LP ∼N L – 0.33 0
M M VP N – M 0.66 0 H ∼M MP ∼N L – 0.66 0
M M M ∼N L M 0.33 0 H ∼M VP ∼N L – 1 0
M M VP ∼N L M 0.66 0 H ∼M LP ∼N ∼L – 0 0.33
M M MP ∼N ∼L M 0.66 0 H ∼M MP ∼N ∼L – 0 0.66
M M VP ∼N ∼L M 0 0.66 H ∼M VP ∼N ∼L – 0 1
M M LP N L H 0.33 0
Table 6
Fuzzy rule base of the FLCD controller.
Inputs variables Output variable Inputs variables Output variable

SOC HL PBAL PBAL (k+1) CEP DMSFC PMSFC PGRID SOC HL PBAL PBAL (k+1) CEP DMSFC PMSFC PGRID

H – – – – – 0 0 M – MN P H H 0 0.25
∼L – 0 – – – 0 0 M ∼L MN ∼P – ∼H 0.5 0
L – Z P – – 0 0 M L MN ∼P ∼H – 0 0.75
L ∼L Z ∼P – ∼H 0.5 0 M L MN ∼P H – 0 0.5
L L Z ∼P ∼H – 0 0.5 M – MN ∼P ∼H H 0 0.75
L L Z ∼P H – 0 0.25 M – MN ∼P H H 0 0.5
L – Z ∼P ∼H H 0 0.5 L ∼L MN – – ∼H 0.75 0
L – Z ∼P H H 0 0.25 L L MN – ∼H – 0 0.75
M – LN P – – 0 0 L L MN – H – 0 0.5
M ∼L LN ∼P – ∼H 0.25 0 L – MN – ∼H – 0 0.75
M L LN ∼P – – 0 0.25 L – MN – H H 0 0.5
M – LN ∼P – H 0 0.25 M ∼L VN – – ∼H 0.75 0
L ∼L LN – – ∼H 0.5 0 M L VN P – – 0 0.75
L L LN – ∼H – 0 0.5 M – VN P – H 0 0.75
L L LN – H – 0 0.5 M L VN ∼P ∼H – 0 1
L – LN – ∼H H 0 0.5 M L VN ∼P H – 0 0.75
L – LN – H H 0 0.25 M – VN ∼P ∼H H 0 1
M ∼L MN P – ∼H 0.25 0 M – VN ∼P H H 0 0.75
M L MN P ∼H – 0 0.5 L ∼L VN – – ∼H 1 0
M L MN P H – 0 0.25 L L VN – – – 0 1
M – MN P ∼H H 0 0.5 L – VN – – H 0 1
shown in Fig. 1. A sampling time of 2 min has been used in the
simulations.

Fig. 8 shows the first day of simulation, January 1, a day
ith continuous cloud passage, as reflected by the generated
enewable power (PPV). This Figure only represent the renewable
10
energy generation in the microgrid and the residential consump-
tion profile, not the dynamics of microgrid operation. The con-
sumption profile corresponds to the degree of use of the dwelling.
Normally the residents are at home first thing in the morning,
from noon to early afternoon and from mid-afternoon onwards.
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Table 7
Fuzzy rule base of the MSFC controller.
Inputs variables Output variable Inputs variables Output variable

PMSFC DFC1 DFC2 SFC1 SFC2 PFC1 PFC2 PMSFC DFC1 DFC2 SFC1 SFC2 PFC1 PFC2

Z – – – – 0 0 L H H ON ON 0.5 0
VH – – – – 1 1 M L L – – 0.5 0.5
L L L – OFF 0.5 0 M L ∼L – – 1 0
L L L OFF ON 0 0.5 M ∼L L – – 0 1
L L L ON ON 0.5 0 M M M – – 0.5 0.5
L L ∼L – – 0.5 0 M M H – – 1 0
L ∼L L – – 0 0.5 M H M – – 0 1
L M M – OFF 0.5 0 M H H – – 0.5 0.5
L M M OFF ON 0 0.5 H L – – – 1 0.5
L M M ON ON 0.5 0 H ∼L L – – 0.5 1
L M H – – 0.5 0 H M ∼L – – 1 0.5
L H M – – 0 0.5 H H M – – 0.5 1
L H H – OFF 0.5 0 H H H – – 1 0.5
L H H OFF ON 0 0.5
Fig. 6. (a) FLC output surface for PMSFC regarding PBAL and SOC; (b) FLC output surface for PGRID power regarding PBAL and HL.
Fig. 7. (a) FLC output surface for FC1 regarding PMSFC and DFC1; (b) FLC output surface for FC2 regarding PMSFC and DFC2..
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his explains the peaks and valleys of consumption. Specifically,
he continuous peaks and valleys of HVAC (heating mainly at this
ime of the year) correspond to reaching the setpoint tempera-
ure. Regarding electric car recharging, it takes advantage of the
ime of least consumption in the dwelling and when, in addition,
lectricity is cheaper. Fig. 9 shows the energy purchase price from
EG, which corresponds to the price established by the Spanish
lectricity market for a typical tariff with hourly discrimination.
owever, the selling price of energy is fixed at −0.06 e/kWh. Of
ourse purchase and sale prices are constantly changing and the
MS must be informed of this.
To show a realistic simulation scenario, daily on-site renew-

ble generation profiles (updated every two minutes) have been
onsidered together with monthly consumption profiles, logically
dapted to the time of the year. In order to clearly appreciate
he evolution of the deterioration of the stacks, a long-term

imulation of almost two years has been considered. r

11
The simulation aims to evaluate the behaviour of the FL-based
MS in the microgrid under study (Fig. 1), both in the short-term
minutes), considering generation and demand profiles (Fig. 8
hows one day as an example), and in the long-term (months),
onsidering the impact that the evolution of the HESS degradation
ill have on the microgrid’s setpoints. Specifically, it is desired to
valuate the performance of the EMS according to the proposed
ulti-objective problem, in such a way that the power balance is
lways guaranteed, correct battery bank charge/discharge man-
gement is applied and therefore the DC bus voltage is controlled,
here is a technical–economic commitment to the use of MEG,
nd an increase in the lifespan of the HESS is observed through
onservative use of the batteries, electrolyser and MSFC system.
Fig. 10 shows the dynamics of the microgrid managed by the

eveloped EMS, both in the short and long term.
Fig. 10(a) shows the photovoltaic generation (PPV) and the
esidential consumption profile (first day of simulation, that is,
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Fig. 8. Renewable energy generation in the microgrid and residential consumption profile: renewable power (PPV), HVAC, EV and home appliances demand (PHVAC,
PEV and PHA respectively).
1

s

Fig. 9. Daily profile of the cost of energy purchases from MEG.

analogous to Fig. 8) managed by the developed EMS. PLOAD
represents the sum of all residential loads (PHA+PHVAC+PEV),
with a negative sign according to Eq. (1). Together with the afore-
mentioned variables, those that affect the HESS are represented,
namely, the battery bank power (PBAT), positive or negative, if
the battery is in discharge or charge mode, respectively; and the
hydrogen system power (PH2), defined as the sum of the elec-
trolyser power (negative) and the MSFC system power (positive),
according to Eq. (2). Finally, the power profile of the MEG (PMEG)
is shown, positive or negative, in case of purchase or sale of
energy to the MEG, respectively.

Fig. 10(b) shows the dynamic of the microgrid 670 days after
ig. 10(a). The explanation as to why that particular number of
ays will be given later in this section. Of course, PV generation
nd residential consumption are different in both figures. The
econd one is about a fairly sunny autumn day.
Fig. 11 shows, for the developed EMS, the energy stored in the

ESS at the beginning and at the end of the time considered.
To validate the performance of the developed EMS, it has been

ompared with three reference EMSs under the same initial con-
itions and with the same generation and demand profiles. In the
irst instance, with respect to a widely used dual-band hysteresis
MS [51] (hyst-based EMS), and then with respect to two multi-
bjective MPC model-based EMS (MPC-based EMS). Both EMSs
ropose a multi-objective optimization based on cost reduction
12
and conservative use of hydrogen system. The difference between
them lies in the priority objective. One of them aims to minimize
operating costs [52] (MPC-based EMS1), while the other seeks to
increase the systems lifespan [53] (MPC-based EMS2). The main
parameters that define the EMSs presented in [51–53] are listed
in Table 8.

As none of the compared EMS discriminates the power of each
stack of the MSFC system, in the simulations an equal power
distribution between its two stacks was assumed. The simulation
time will be determined by the case in which the lifespan limit
of any of the stacks of the MSFC system is reached first. In this
case 671 days (16104 h), which explains the time scale in Fig. 10.
Note in Fig. 12 that it is stack 2 (DFC2) that is the first to become
unusable when the EMS governing the microgrid is Hyst-based
EMS.

To validate the battery bank charge management strategy,
Fig. 13 shows the DC bus voltage profile of the microgrid for
all the EMSs compared. Finally, Table 9 summarizes the main
technical and economic parameters obtained after completion of
the simulation.

5. Discussion

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 provide important information regarding the
problem addressed in this paper. On the one hand, they show that
microgrid control is a nonlinear problem, with the very important
connotations of complexity that this entails. On the other hand,
they also show that the performance of the controllers is smooth,
which gives an idea of a good choice of the membership functions,
their distribution in the universe of discourse of each variable, as
well as the construction of the fuzzy rule bases to contain (model)
the complete dynamics of the microgrid.

Figs. 8 and 9 are merely descriptive/informative and are not
the result of the research carried out.

Figs. 10 (a) and (b) show the behaviour of the microgrid as a
function of the health of the MSFC system, i.e., in 10 (a) at the
beginning of the stacks’ lives, and 10 (b) at the end.

According to the generation and consumption profile, Fig. 10,
the microgrid is in energy surplus in the time slots: 9 h ≤ t ≤

7 h in Fig. 10(a), and 16081 h ≤ t ≤ 16090 h in Fig. 10(b).
The developed EMS uses the energy surplus in the first in-

tance to charge the battery bank, with the aim of guaranteeing a
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1

Fig. 10. Dynamics of the microgrid managed by the developed EMS: renewable power (PPV), power demanded (PLOAD = PHA + PHVAC + PEV), PBAT, PH2 and
PGRID for (a) 8 h ≤ t ≤ 32 h; and (b) 16080 h ≤ t ≤ 16104 h.
Table 8
Hyst-based and MPC-based EMS parameters.
Hyst-based EMS MPC-based EMS

Parameter Value Parameter Parameter Constraints

Minimum SOC threshold 50% NP 5 −10 kW ≤ PBAT/∆PBAT≤ 10 kW
Maximum SOC threshold 90% NU 2 −10 kW ≤ PH2≤ 6 kW
Hysteresis bandwidth 10% SOCRef 60% −2 kW ≤ ∆PH2≤ 2 kW
Electrolyser power setpoint 10 kW HLRef 13.5 N m3

−10 kW ≤ PGRID/∆PGRID≤ 10 kW
MSFC power setpoint 6 kW
s
a
F
t
t

SOC and bank battery voltage (DC bus voltage) close to the max-
imum design values. For this purpose, the EMS determines the
energy required for the charging process, establishing a voltage-
controlled charging protocol. Thus, the battery bank is charged
efficiently and safely, keeping the SOC and DC bus voltage within
the desired limits, see Fig. 13(a) and (b) for 9 h ≤ t ≤ 17 h and
6081 h ≤ t ≤ 16090 h, respectively, as well as Fig. 13.
 a

13
The remaining surplus energy is shared between the hydrogen
ystem and the MEG, according to the microgrid energy status
nd the cost of selling energy to the MEG: 9 h ≤ t ≤ 17 h in
ig. 10(a), and 16081 h ≤ t ≤ 16090 h in Fig. 10(b). Thus, if
he hydrogen level is medium (10 N m3

≤ HL (k) ≤ 20 N m3),
he developed EMS assesses the cost of selling energy to the grid
nd, in a favourable case, it performs an equal power distribution
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t
e

≤

f
t

Fig. 11. Dynamics of the Battery SOC and HL managed by the developed EMS for (a) 8 h ≤ t ≤ 32 h; and (b) 16080 h ≤ t ≤ 16104 h.
Table 9
Degradation, losses and costs of the microgrid after full simulation.
EMS HESS MEG

Battery Electrolyser MSFC

Deg. (Ah) Deg. (h) Deg (V) δDeg (V) Losses (MWh) Energy (kWh) Cost (e)

FC1 FC2

Hyst-based EMS 2.514 1536.80 6.412 7.997 1.585 21.61 429.95 301.56
MPC-based EMS1 3.729 1687.70 3.741 4.506 0.765 29.95 159.35 −270.41
MPC-based EMS2 1.835 951.75 2.451 2.937 0.486 17.59 484.43 425.79
Developed EMS 1.125 1131.31 2.876 2.696 0.180 15.89 82.91 −28.56
Microgrid direct-connected to the MEG 2219.7 2259.86
t
c
M
t
T
d
t
H
t

between the electrolyser and the MEG. On the other hand, if
the hydrogen level is low (HL (k) ≤ 10 N m3), a greater use of
he electrolyser is made to guarantee sufficient hydrogen for an
nergy deficit situation, see Fig. 10(a) for 9 h ≤ t ≤ 17 h and (b)

for 16081 h ≤ t ≤ 16090 h.
In contrast, during the rest of the day, the microgrid is in an

energy deficit situation: 17 h ≤ t ≤ 32 h in Fig. 10(a), and 16090 h
t ≤ 16104 h in Fig. 10(b). As previously, it is the battery which

irstly ensures the power balance, to reduce the degradation of
he hydrogen system, and the MEG costs, see Fig. 10(a) (17 h ≤
 F

14
≤ 32 h). To keep the SOC within the required range, the EMS
alculates the energy sharing between the MSFC system and the
EG according to the available HL, the accumulated degradation,

he cost of purchasing energy, the power balance and its forecast.
hen, assuming low degradation and medium value of HL, the
eveloped EMS prioritizes the use of the MSFC system to reduce
he MEG cost, see Fig. 10(a): 17 h ≤ t ≤ 24 h. Conversely, if the
L is low, a greater use of the MEG is made, taking advantage of
he low cost of purchasing energy during night-time hours, see
ig. 10(a): 24 h ≤ t ≤ 32 h.
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t
r
e
≤

e
d
d
s

H
m
w
c

Fig. 12. Stacks 1 and 2 cumulative degradations for developed EMS versus reference EMSs.
Fig. 13. Battery bank voltage profile for the developed EMS versus reference EMSs, as well as safety limits.
As discussed above, the energy exchange in the microgrid
s strongly influenced by the degradation in the hydrogen sys-
em, therefore, increasing cumulative degradation of the stacks
equires a more conservative use of the MSFC system, at the
xpense of a higher MEG usage and cost, see Fig. 10(b): 16090 h
t ≤ 16100 h.
For its part, the MSFC FLC (Figs. 2 and 3) calculates the en-

rgy distribution between the stacks based to their accumulated
egradation, achieving a uniform degradation, regardless of the
egradation ratios of the stacks, usually unknown in real cases,
ee Fig. 12.
Now, considering the degradation of the HESS (Table 9), the

yst-based EMS and MPC-based EMS1 prioritizes the use of the
icrogrid’s own resources to reduce the dependence on the MEG,
hich explains a considerably greater degradation of the mi-
rogrid equipment. Thus, respectively for these EMS, there are
15
degradations of 2.51 Ah and 3,73 Ah for the battery bank, 1536,8 h
and 1687.70 h of electrolyser operation, and 8 V (end of lifespan)
and 4.50 V for the FC2 stack. In addition to the higher degradation
of the stacks, it is not balanced, with degradation differences of
1.585 V and 0.765 V between stacks, equivalent to a difference of
about 20%.

In contrast, the MPC-based EMS2 implements a more conser-
vative approach to HESS utilization. In this case, the degradation
of the battery bank reaches 1,83 Ah, while the electrolyser usage
time is 951,75 h and a maximum degradation of the stacks (FC2)
of approximately 2,93 V. Despite the benefits of conservative use
of HESS, the degradation between stacks is again not homoge-
neous, a gap of 0.48 V is reached, equivalent to a difference
of 15%. Finally, regarding the developed EMS, it reduces the
degradation of the HESS and, in addition, in a balanced manner.
Moreover, compared to the first two EMSs, the improvement in
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he degradation of the battery bank is close to 225% and 330%
or the Hyst-based EMS and the MPC-based EMS1 respectively.
oreover, the usage time of the electrolyser is reduced closely

o 30%, and, regarding the MSFC system, its lifespan is almost
oubled. Considering now the MPC-based EMS2, the developed
MS allows to achieve a more uniform response in terms of HESS
ifespan. Thus, it allows a more conservative use of the battery
ank (reduction of about 40%), with an increase in electrolyser
sage time of only 15%. Finally, regarding the MSFC, the degrada-
ion ratios achieved are very similar (only 2% higher), however,
n practice, both stacks are equally degraded, with a minimum
egradation difference of only 0,18 V, equivalent to a difference
f less than 7%.
Analysing the efficiency, the Hyst-based EMS calculates the

perating power of the HESS based only on the level of stored
nergy. The MPC-based EMS1 prioritizes the use of microgrid
esources with the objective of reducing dependence on MEG. In
oth cases, this leads to increased use of the hydrogen and battery
SSs; which are characterized by low and medium efficiency
espectively. This causes, see Table 9, high losses with respect to
he EMS developed, almost 40% for the EMS based on Hyst and
lmost 90% for the EMS1 based on MPC. Finally, the MPC-based
MS2 proposes a more restrictive use of the hydrogen system, to
he detriment of greater use of the battery bank and the MEG,
hich allows an overall increase in the microgrid performance,
ut also a 10% increase in losses compared to the developed EMS.
On the other hand, as Table 9 shows, considering the usage

nd cost of the MEG at the end of the simulation, the use of
he proposed microgrid architecture (Fig. 1) together with any
f the compared EMSs, can greatly reduce the MEG dependence
nd costs compared to the exclusive use of the MEG (2219,67
Wh of energy expenditure and associated cost of 2259,86 e). The
ifferences of the different EMS in terms of MEG costs are based
n the following. The Hyst-based EMS limits the use of the MEG
o situations of high deficit/excess of energy, without considering
he electricity price. This often leads to buying/selling energy in
conomically unfavourable situations, which translates into MEG
sage of 429,95 kWh, and cost of 301,56 e. Although the MPC-
ased EMS2 considers the MEG and the energy balance forecast,
t establishes a more extensive use of the MEG with the objective
f reducing the cumulative degradation of the hydrogen system.
his translates into an increase in the energy flow between the
icrogrid and the MEG, up to a value of 484,43 kWh at a cost
f 425,79 e. In the opposite direction, the MPC-based EMS1 es-
ablishes a control law that minimizes the cost of the connection
o the MEG, consequently reaching a profit of approximately 270
. However, the energy balance with the MEG is positive, with a
alue of 159,35 kWh, which entails a greater dependence on the
EG, and less use of the flexibility and degrees of freedom offered
y the microgrid architecture. This is because the control law only
inimizes the cost parameter, not the microgrid dependence of

he MEG. On the opposite side, the developed EMS greatly reduce
he use of the MEG (see Table 9), to the point of practically
chieving energy independence from the MEG (only 3,7% of the
nergy required by the microgrid is imported), with a practically
alanced cost/benefit.
Finally, although Table 9 shows the final degradation of each

SFC system stack for each compared EMS, something that has
lready been discussed, Fig. 13 shows the deterioration evaluation
hroughout the simulation. Note, on the one hand, the fast and
nequal deterioration of the two stacks with the hyst-based EMS,
nd on the opposite side, the slow and equal deterioration of both
tacks with the developed EMS (FL-based EMS). In the middle of
he two commented EMS, less deterioration is observed in the
PC-based EMS1, and even less in the MPC-based EMS2, although
n both cases it is unequal for the two stacks. With respect to

16
Fig. 13, only the developed EMS (FL-based EMS) and MPC-based
EMS2 are able to maintain the battery bank voltage, and thus
the microgrid DC bus voltage, within the established safety range.
However, the behaviour of the developed EMS is excellent with
the lowest level of fluctuations.

6. Conclusions

This article presents a FL-based EMS for the energy manage-
ment of residential-type DC microgrids with renewable gener-
ation, and which integrates the use of battery- and hydrogen-
based HESS, as well as an MSFC system. The developed EMS
has been designed to solve a multi-objective problem whose
solution allows to increase the performance of the microgrid from
a technical and economic point of view. Specifically, the EMS
guarantees power balance in the microgrid while increasing the
lifespan of its elements and the overall performance. For this, the
developed EMS makes a conservative use of the hydrogen system,
but, at the same time, regulates the exchange with the MEG to
obtain the greatest economic profit. To this end, the developed
EMS makes use of a hybrid control structure, consisting of a mul-
tivariable controller and event logic, as well as a local controller
for the management of the MSFC system.

The developed EMS, at its different levels, incorporates expert
knowledge for the definition of their fuzzy rule bases. The results
obtained show that the developed EMS allows performance to be
increased compared to the usual control solutions (reference in
the bibliography) based on heuristic and model-based techniques.
These results can be summarized as:

– An improvement in the response of the microgrid in global
terms regarding the degradation, performance and connection
costs to the MEG.

– A more conservative use of the HESS (to increase its lifes-
pan), as well as of the MEG, which leads to a higher performance
of the microgrid and a practically null annual average dependence
on the MEG, without foregoing the economic benefit.

– Smooth and effective microgrid DC bus voltage control.
– A reduction and homogenization of the degradation of the

stacks of the MSFC system.
From a quantitative point of view, compared to the reference

techniques in the literature, the EMS developed based on FL
allows to reduce the degradation of the battery bank and the
MSFC system by up to 120% and 180%, respectively, compared
to the double band hysteresis EMS, and up to 60% compared to
strategies based on MPC. Considering the local controller based on
FL, also developed in this work as part of the EMS, its use allows
an excellent distribution of the degradation among the stacks,
with practically the same level of degradation in all of them.

Considering the cost and use of the MEG, the developed EMS
allows to decisively reduce the dependency and cost of the MEG,
achieving a decrease of up to 90% in the use of the MEG with,
in addition, a favourable economic balance. Finally, in terms of
performance, the result obtained using the developed EMS allows
to reduce up to 10% the losses in the operation of the microgrid
with respect to the most favourable case of the EMS compared.

In summary, the developed EMS demonstrates that it is possi-
ble to solve a complex multi-objective problem efficiently and in-
tuitively, without the need for complex models and, furthermore,
with low computational cost, incorporating expert knowledge
into a fuzzy controller. Future work will be aimed at improving
the proposed solution, applying optimization techniques to the
design of the membership functions of the fuzzy variables, as well
as to the fuzzy rule bases of the controller. Also, to the application
of techniques for the prediction of power and cost variables and
their uncertainty.
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List of Acronyms
DHW Domestic how water.
DOD Depth of discharge.
EMS Energy management system.
ESS Energy storage system.
EV Electric vehicle.
FL, FLC Fuzzy logic, fuzzy logic controller.
HESS Hybrid energy storage system.
HA House appliance.
HVAC Heating, ventilating and air

conditioning.
HL: Hydrogen level.
MEG Main electricity grid.
MPC Model Predictive controller.
MSFC: Multi-stack fuel cell.
PEM Proton-exchange membrane.
PV Photovoltaic.
Notation and Symbols
CEP (k) Cost of purchasing energy from the

main electricity grid at sampling
(e/Wh).

CES(k) Cost of selling energy to the main
electricity grid at sampling k (e/Wh).

CN (k) Rated battery capacity at sampling k
(Ah).

CMICRO (k) Microgrid operating cost at sampling k
(e).

CYCFC (k) Number of fuel cell operating cycles at
sampling time k.

DBAT (k) Battery degradation at sampling k (Ah).
DBATMax Maximum battery degradation (Ah).
DELS(k) Electrolyser degradation at sampling k

(h).
DELSMax Maximum electrolyser degradation (h).
DFCx(k) Fuel cell stack x (x = 1,2) degradation

(V).
DFCMax Maximum fuel cell degradation (V/cell).
F Faraday constant (96485 C/mol).
HL (k) Hydrogen level (N m3).
H2ELS (k) Electrolyser’s hydrogen generation at

sampling k (N m3).
H2FC (k) MSFC’s hydrogen consumption at

sampling k (N m3).
Ibat (k) Battery current at sampling k (A).
∆VCYC Fuel cell voltage drop considering the

operating cycles (V/cycle/cell).
∆VTIME Fuel cell voltage drop considering the

operating hours (V/h/cell).
LHV Hydrogen lower heating value (2993

Wh/N m3).
PBAT (k) Battery bank power (W).
PELS (k) Electrolyser power (W).
PEV (k) Electric vehicle demand (W).
PFCx(k) Fuel cell stack x (x = 1, 2) power (W).
PFCN Nominal fuel cell power (W).
PGRIDIN (k) Power supplied from the MEG (W).
PGRIDOUT (k) Power supplied to the MEG (W).
PGRID (k) MEG power (W).
PHVAC (k) HVAC demand (W).
PHESS (k) HESS power (W).
PH2 (k) Hydrogen system power (W).
PH2ELS (k) Chemical power associated with the

generated H2 (W).
PH2FC (k) Chemical power associated with the H2

consumed (W).
17
PLOAD (k) Household appliance demand (W).
PPV (k) Renewable generation (PV panels) (W).
PMSFC (k) MSFC power (W).
ηBAT (k) Overall battery efficiency at sampling k

(%).
ηELS (k) Overall electrolyser efficiency at

sampling k (%).
ηFC (k) Overall fuel cell efficiency at sampling

k (%).
ηGRID (k) Overall grid efficiency at sampling k

(95%).
NcellELS Number of cells of the electrolyser.
NcellFC Number of cells fuel cell stack.
NP Prediction horizon.
NU Control horizon.
SFCx(k) Fuel cell stack x (x = 1, 2) state

(ON/OFF).
SOC (k) Battery state of charge.
Ts Sampling period (h).
VBAT (k) Battery voltage at sampling k (V).
VELS (k) Operating voltage of the electrolyser at

sampling k (V).
VFC (k) Operating voltage of fuel cell (FC) at

sampling k (V).
z Number of electrons involved in the

redox reaction (z = 2).
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